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In this paper, after making a rather schematic and partial presentatlon of 
Husserl's idea of reg~onal ontologies (1), we expound sorne regional cate-. . 
gories commanding the sphere of cultural objects, of which ideality .is more 

~ 

·closely examineQ. (2). Finally, a critical remark is made concerning Karl Pop-
.per's theory of ideality and understanding in the human sdences (3). It is 
ackl:J.owledged that we here only announce aspects of the phenomenological 
ana~ysis of cultural objects which deserve separate ahd detailed ·treatmen~. 

' 

1 

According to Husserl, .. any sdence. has a sphere of objects and tries to 
attain a theory of that sphere. Theory is its result. But .it is scientific reason 
which crea tes such results, while ihe sphere itself is created by .. the experj
encirig reason". I The empirital sdences, therefore, presuppose an articula
üon of the objects. of experience into spheres. Objects belong to a given 
sphere on the bas~s of comparability and to different ones on the basis of 
differentiability. Thfs in tum involves viewpoints and criteria in ~e light of 
which comparability and differentiability among objects obtain. The explici
tation of such criteria cannot be made, 'of course, prior to the existence of 
the sciences but, as Landgrebe puts it, only u pon u • • • reflection on the condi
tions under which the objects ·of experience. have already become the topic 
qf multiple sCiences referred thereto; that is to say, a reflectlon on the a pri
ori presuppositions of the scientific thematization of the world~. 2 Now su eh 
criteria are at work already in experience, for the latter eXh.ibits· a structura
tion of objects into flelds. But then experience itself presupposes, rather . 
than yields, .knowledge of the critet;ia for the division of objects into flelds 

• 

1 Edmund Husserl, Forma/e und Transzendenta/e Loglk, Husserliana Bd. XVII (den 
Haag: Martín~ Nijhoff, 1974), p. 239. My translation. 

,2 Ludwig Landgr~be, •seinsregionen und regionale. O~tologien ih Husserls 
Phan~menologie~, in Der Weg der Phllnomenologle (Gütersloh: ·Gütersloher Verlagshaus 
Gerd Mohn, 1963)~ p. 146. 
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and regions. Thosé criteria,. then, must be· regarded as an a priori of experi
ence, and thus of empidcal sdence, in the Kantian sense of being both inde
pendent from and ·necessary for experience. 

When madé éxplicit, those viewpoints' and criteria prov.e to be the 
common properties essential to the objects coinposing a region or sub-re
gion, that is to say, the properties whose presence in an object bestows 
.upon it its identity asan object ofa certain kind and without which it would 
belong to another kind or region of objects. The essentiál properties of the 
objects of a regiqn, "translated into thought", are the regional. categories. 
According to J:.aridgrebe, whom we follow in this introductory expositlon, 
·"contained in these concepts are the a priori presuppositions under which a 
manifold or experiential existents can, in general, be grasp~d in a-manner 
suffidently homogeneous as to allow· them to become the subj~ct-matter of 
a .science" .3 Or as Husserl says, ''they express the featur~ peculiar to the re
gional essence, br express in eidetic generality what must belong a priori and 
synthetically to an individual qbject of the region. The appHcation of such 
(not purely logical) .concepts to given indivlduals is apbdeictic and uncondi
tionally necessary, and regulated, moreover, through the regional axioms".1 

As the result of the ·systématic search after the regional categories of the 
different classes of objects, .regional ontologies arise, formal and material. 
The factual sciences are su~jected to such ·ontologies. Théy are subjected to 
eidetic for~l ontology because they have to proceed according to formal 
prindples as specified by formallogic, which is a formal ontology. But then 
every factual sdence is álso subjected to its corresponding· material regionaL 
ontology, for as .Husserl says in Ideas 1, any Jact implies a certain material es
sential content. and every eidetic truth inherent in the pure essences en
closed in the content provides. a law to which every singular factual ~ase, but 
also every possible case, is subjected. 

Regional ontologies, with their categories which express essential traits' of 
a· maxlmum generality for a class or sub-class of objects, correspond to all 
the factual sci(mces, hence ~so to the cultural sdences, including the social 
sdences. and the humanities. Thus the task arises of developing a regional 
ontology of the class of objects called cultural objects. Its categories would 
make explldt aspects of the eidos of the region, an eidos. which represents,. 
as it were, the necessary material form for all the objects of the region, that is 
to say; for all the objects of the class of cultural objects in this case .. We 
forego in this paper the problem of sub-regional categories which would 

'!Pid, pp. 144-145. 
4 E. Husserl, Ideas !, trans. by W. R. Boyce Gibson (London: Collier MacMillan Ltd., 

1969), p. 70 .. 
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express the lnvariant traits of the objects of a cultur~l sql>-region, for in
.stance, the sutrregion "religious object", the sub-region ~aesthetic object", 
etc. 

Those aspects, in the forro of essenti~ prediq¡bles, must apply to cultural 
objects so that other secondarY' and relative determínations, to be expressed 
:by ~e. sub-regional categ~ries; ~Y apply to .them as well; also, they are the a 
·priori criteria for the demarcation of .a field of objects as the subject-rilatter· 
of a grou p of disdplines, namely, the factual cultural sciences. 

Now we submít that, mainly in -Pbenomenological Psycbology and, spe
cially, in Experience and judgment, Hussed himself ttiok sóme. steps in the 
development of such a discipline. In this paper, .after mentioning sorne re
gional categories which d~teqnine the mode of being of cultural objects in 
general, we shall examine som~wpat more dosel y one of them, namely, ide-

. ality. 

• 

2 

One flrst category may be c.alled "subjective refere~ce .. , wholly absent in 
the .case ofnatural objects. 

A natural thíng can be analys~d. By analysing it, one encounters proper
ties which were perhaps hidden to a prima facie inspection. But they are 
thing-like qualities as well. A cultural object,S on the· other hand, has a neces
sary reference to a subject or to a community of subjects; in whose teleo
logical activity the cultural object has originated. This reference is borne out 
by the char::acterization of cultural objects as "expressions ... This does not 
mean that a cult~ual object necessarily involves a teleologically guided trans
formation of a prime maner, although that is usually the case .. 

'When saying this, we do so from the poipt of view of the natural attitude. 
As ·seen from the transcendental attitude, even a natural object is constituted 
in receptivity by consciousness, and thus it has a necessary .subjective refer
ence .. But it belongs to the very sense of the natural object.just having a being 
in itself, apart from any subjective conditioning. 

5 1 have already availed myself of this aescription of the cultural' object in my article 
on Dlithey (-Constitutive and ·Methodological Understariding in the Philosophy of 
Wilhelm Dilthey-', Celba 16, 19~7: 133-150), where 1 have tried to show, among other 
things, that the ideal nature of the cultural object was foreshadowed by the lauer. Among 
the great theoretidans of the cultural sciences; Windelband was totally innocent· in that 
connection; Rickert, probably .under ~e ínfluence of Husserl, therña~zed a~d adopted th~ 
ideality thesis, but without and adequa~e accounl of its application to non'-linguistic 
cultural objects. 

• 
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In yet anot~er sense this subjeétlve reference is essential for the very 
being of the cultural object as such. But this time that referenc~ points to. the 
s~bjectivity apprehending the cultural object. If it were not for the appre
hending subjectlvity ·spontaneously grasping whatever is expressed in the . 
cultural object, ~ne 'would remain confronted with the receptively consti-
tuted object; it would remain capable of being perceived in the field of ex
perience' as a unified multiplicity of figur~tlons, but its cultural sense as· such, 
its being culturally this or that, like an aesthetic or re.ligious qbject,· or a lin
.guistic sign, would not be constituted on .the basis of it. 

Further, cultural objects, like natural <mes, have a corporeal articulation. 
In the natural object, that artlrulation is merely factual. Natural objects hap
pen to ha ve su eh and such parts instead. of others. To be sur e, the prop~rties 
of opjects, and their change, are causally determined. But causation 
"happens" to bring ~bout such' qualitles or .such changes. 

This does not hold true for cultural objects. A part of a cultural object is 
not merely ~ere, factually niaking up the qualitative plurality of a material 
thing. Rather, any singu.lar part of a cultüral object is meaningfulJy connected. 
with the other members of the whole in s.uch a way 'that the sense of the. ar.:. 

• 

ticulation is apprehensible. The relationship between parts and whole is 
here characteristic, as can be seen, for instance, in the fact that a melody is 
alte.r:ed if a not.e is suppressed and the note itself, in isolation, is no longer 
wpat is was when intew.ated into the SO\}nd seqt1ence. Also a picture without 
a certain line or color is not an altered picture but a differef)t one, while the 
line or the color are, abstracted from the whole, ,a. new perceptual entity. 

One .should not believe that thª't peculiar .rel.ation belongs to cultural 
objects insofar as they are perceptible objects, for in the case, of cultural 
objects the relationship whole-part is deliberately used by the. culturally 
a<;tive subjective activity for its cultural telas. This category can be called 
"meaningful arti~latiori". 

Another predicable .is "unchanging unity". A natural object is what ~bid es 
over and against change. The states of the natural object Iast and change 
under causal rules, whereas the object itself remains the same while it 'lasts. 

Now the cultural object does. not ha ve changing states; it is nqt', like the 
natural thing, a unity of change and hence there is no need to search after the 
causal dependencies under whic;h the changing states stand. 

But then it is necessary to determine, beyond these mainly negative indi
cations, the ontological specificity· of the cultural objects as compared 
especially to· ooth_ psychic eventS .and physical bodies. The determination 
will lead to the introduction of the regional category "ideal being." as 
\lniversally valid for the region of rulniral objectivities. The being of Cllltural 
objects differs from both psychic events and .physical bodies rnainly with 
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respect to their difieren/· modes of temporaltty and .relalion to spatial 
points. All these entitles are given in time, but cultural objects, from the 
point of view of their cultural sense, do not -share in the objective. time in 
which physical ·bodies and psychic events are individualized. The cultural 
object '•is contingently in time, insofar as it can "be" the same in any time": 6 

Their givenness~time does not have as its counterpart ternporality as an 
essential feafure of the objectivities thus given. 

That is not the case ·with physical and psychic phenomena. rhus the 
properties of physical things are privately possessed by each individual ma
terial thing. No material prope~ can be present in more than one thing at 
the same time as the same identical property. The white.ness of an ivory dice 
may tesemble the wJ:titeness of another one, but·resemblance is not identity. 
Agaih, the shape of two .objects may be similar, but between both shapes 
ther-e is a relation of reciprocal otherness. Both primar}' and secondary 
qualities, in the.language of ·inodem tradition, are spatio-temporally unique, 
and such uniq~eness is essential to any·-natural property. 

This is not the case with the cultural objectivity, for the same ~dentical . 
cultural sense c;an be present in a multiplicity of individual instances, in dif-
ferent points ofspace and time. One and the same drama subsists in a num
b.er of versio~ iQ .different languages, in a number of different ·perfor
mances, in many books, ·etc. Or the same logical sense exists in a spoken, 
heard, written, read series of words, regardless of whether the physical signs 
belong to the same laf!~age or to different ·ones. When I pronounce or 
write the sentences "the sea is blue" and "el mar es azul" the hearer or reader 
is confronted With two -different cultural formatlons with separa te corporali-· 
ties. But these have·one.and t,he same sense. 

Nor is the cultural object .to be ide~tified with a psychic event. All psy
chi(: phenomena are temporal. A given act of perception, of recollectlon or 
willing, h.~s a ·defmite _position within the flow .of the life· of consciousness. 
Having b~n actual, it perishes in the sense that it can never return as ~e 
same. identical act. A similar act can appear in .consdousness. For instance, a 
second -perceptual act intentionally directed to the same object, can be ex
perienced by· a subject. BetWeen both acts, ;¡ relation of very-·close similarity 
may óbtairi. Bu~ again, similarity is not identity; Both acts are numerica~y 
different and the. difference lies, everything else being equal, _predsely in . 
their different position in time. 

On the.other hand, every psychic ph~nomenon is private. ·The llved ex
perienc(!$ taking place in a certain subject belong to that psychic coqtext 

6 E. Husserl, Experlence and judgment, trans. by James S. Churchill an4 K~rl Ame~ks 
CBva.nSton: Northwestem University Press, 1973), p. 259. 
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alone and cannot be. shared by any other subjectivity. My act of seeing the 
tree is irrepeatable, not oniy by any other subject but even by myself. 

Now the "cultural objectlvity') is an identical objectivity .for any subject. 
The meaning of any linguistic or non-linguistic cultural object is an identical 
core to which different acts of consdousness within or without- one 
individual subject may be directed. The latter are "real" events, spatio
temporal and causally determined. While the latter are then temporally 
individuated, the former is non-real, though not a nonentity, for it is an 
~~observable, distinguishable, repeatedly identifiable sometbing; about it one 
can ask sensible questions and make intersubjectively verifiable judgments". 7 

Under one condition alone can non-ideal objects appear identically the 
same in different times and spaces, say in times t and /3, or in places p and 
p3, namely, provided that they endure continuously through t¡, /2, or that 
they traverse, while enduring, the intermediate positions p1, Pz. Otherwise, 
they can be objects which are alike but individually different 

Cultural objects are then irreal or ideal formations, i.e., objectivities not 
spatio-temporally individuated. We have seen how numerical identity be
longs as an objective trait to such formations. But ideality, their main onto
logical determination, would seem to assimilate them to the same class ro 
whicht for instance, mathematical and logical truths belong. But it obviously 
cannot be said about a culrural formation that it is "valid once for all", ufor 
everyone» and '1in any possible world", which we can and must say in regard 
to the logico-mathematical "free idealities". Where are we to place them 
within Hussecl's pluralistic ontology? 

One thing is sure, namely that the cultural sense, though embodied is a 
real object and thus time-related, is not thereby individualized, for, at least in 
principie, it is repeatable, as no real physical body or property is. (We 
forego here also the problems of "adequate embodiment" and of tools and 
other kindred cultural objects, in which the sensuous aspect of the cultural 
formation is essential to the cultural sense, which is not the case with, say, 
scientific d.iscourse, where the sensuous aspect of the words is totally indif
ferent. In this connection, think that in poetry such is the case, and that, 
therefore, even in regard to linguistic cultural formations themselves the dis
tinction between essential and non-essential sensuous aspects is valid. By way 
of a hint one may say that one must be prepared for the paradox.ical notion 
of ,.ideal sensuous body of a cultural formation," for the picture, e.g., is not 
that thing hanging ori the wall). 

7 Dorion Cairns, aThe Idcality of Verbi!-1 Expressions•, Phllosophy and 
Phenomenologlcal Research (November, 1941), p. 454. 
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To be sure, an ideal object like Raphae1's Madonna can tn fact have· only 
•one mundane. state and in fact is not repeatable lri an adequate identity (of 
the complete ideal content). But in principl~ this ideal ·is indeed repeat
able, as ~ Goethe's Fausl.a 

. 
But it is also sure that ~sorne cultural fortnation5, a civil constitutión for in· 

stance, are valid only within the limit.S of a partieular cu,ltural "territory" and, 
accordíngly, must be distinguished from free idealities. It seems that 
Husserl's concept of .. bound idealities" ~y be .. a solution to the problem. 
We say then .that sorne. cultural idealities are bound in that their validity is 
restdded to .spatio-temporal circumstances and in sorne cases, to factual/y 
irrepeatable embodiments. Bound and free idealities would thus be two 
spedes of th~ genus id~al objects. 

Obviously this theory of id~ being, if sound, implies not only th~t natu~ 
ralistic or ideallstic monism, but also ·dualism, are wrong and that pluralism 
should ~?e endors~d According to dl!alism, the world is. made up of two sub
worlds, namely the sub-world of physical bodies and events ~d that of psy
chic phenomena. But this view is rnistaken if it is shown that there are 
objectivities which are neither physical nor psychical nor no~entities. Now 
S1Jdl is the case with cultur.tl oqjects (and with states of affairs, ess~pces and 

' other objectivities of the understanding). 
But why so much phenome.qological Iuss about ~ese ideal objectivities, 

bound or free? Are they not genera? A brief reflection seems to clear this 
maqer: genera ·ha ve an ~xtension of instances in each of which a content ~p
pears as an individuated datum (for example~ the red color as an individuated 
aspect of a number or surfaces) . . Obviously, thé Faust is not a genus, for it 
does not appear as a common, but spatlo-temporally indiyiduallzed, aspect 
.in a nu.rpber of physical ~rriers (books). 

3 

At this moment one may recall Karl Popper's theory ·of ideality and 
understanqing in .the ~ultural sciences, publish_ed i~ 196S.9 After. having 
advocated pluralism, i.e., the theory according to which ~ere is a 11third 
world"· of autonomous entlties which are neither physical nor mental, he 
tries to .derive therefrom a "contribution to the. theory of understanding~. 
His contribution consists essentially (if we put.it in a nutshell) in pointing out' 
that JJtt ts the· understanding of objects belonging to tbe third· world which 
constitutes the central problem of the humani~es". But f~~hrhere we notke 

8 ·E. Husserl, E.xperience and ]udgment, p. 266. 
9 Karl R. Popper, Objecttve Knowledge (Oxford: Cla.rendon Press, 1974), pp. 162-183 • 
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an ambiguity, for although Popper characterizes understanding as being 
understanding of third-world entities, we .se~ thereafter that what he means 
is that understanding consists of third-world -enlities ílse/f rather tban tbat 
tbird-world entities are íts object. 

Popper's theory amounts to saying that understanding is a theoretical 
process assirnilable to the conjecture-refutation scheme. The process is a 
sequence of propositions-which in tum are proposed solutions to a certain 
problem encountered in humanistic research-which are successively 
asserted and either upheld or replaced depending on how well they with
stand criticism. The process of understanding, in other words, is a special 
case of the conjecture-refutation scheme of empirical knowledge in general. 
Now since a proposition is a third-world or ideal object1 Popper condudes 
that understanding, insofar as it both estab/isbes propositions as explanatory 
hypotheses and critically assesses them, is an operation with ideal objects. 

Confronted with a problem, the cultural-scientist formulates a tentative 
theory (third-world entity); such theory is subjected to a process of at
tempted refutation whereby possible error is eliminated. Then a new prob
lem-situation emerges which leads to a second attempt at solution and so on. 
Throughout this process, ideal objects are dealt with in that theories, propo
sitions or conjectures are true or false and thus neither physical nor psychi
cal entities. 

Now, Popper's theory seems true as far as it goes. But one sees its lirnita
tion in two respects: firstly, although it is introduced as a contribution to the 
theory of understanding in the humanities, all that is said in that connection is 
equally applicable to knowledge in other empirical sciences. Thus, it does 
not throw light on the ·specificity of humanistic knowledge and undc;rstand
ing. And if Popper believes that there is no such specifldty, he does not say 
so and his language certainly leads to the opposite expectation. Further, if 
there is no specificity in humanistic understanding as compared with, say, 
knowledge of nature, one does not easily see how to make congruent the 
implied methodological monism with his acknowledge pluralism. 

Secondly, Popper's theory does not raise tbe question as to tbe nature 
of the objects studied by tbe humanities or cultural sciences. And because 
Popper does no raise that question, he fails to see that ideality is to be found 
in the very objects of unóerstanding, linguistic and nonlinguistic, and not 
only in the propositions about them, and that, finally, ideal being is one of 
the genuine regional categories in the light of which a field of objects is de
marcated as the subject matter of the cultural sciences. 
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